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Abstract Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a natural polysaccharide that has gained much attention due to its

biocompatibility, enzyme degradation capacity and active tumor targeting capacity. Its receptor, CD44,

is overexpressed in many kinds of cancers and is associated with tumor progress, infiltration and metas-

tasis. Therefore, many researchers have developed various HA-based drug delivery systems for CD44-

mediated tumor targeting. In this review, we systemically overview the basic theory of HA, its receptor

and hyaluronidase, then we categorize the studies in HA-based drug delivery systems according to the

functions of HA, including tumor-targeting materials, enzyme-sensitive biodegradable modality, pH-

sensitive component, reduction-sensitive component, and the gel backbone. Finally, the perspective is dis-

cussed.
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1. Introduction
Chemotherapy is still considered as one of the most commonly used
and effective strategies to treat cancer. Unfortunately, the applica-
tion of chemotherapeutics is shadowed by one or several shortages,
including poor solubility of some drugs, low blood circulation time
of one dose, limited tumor selection of formulations, and potentially
severe drug-originated side effect. Thus, various nanotechnology-
based drug delivery systems (DDSs) are developed to overcome the
shortages of chemotherapeutics. Predominantly, the DDSs could
passively target tumor by the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect1,2. And specific ligands can be decorated onto the
surface of DDSs to interact with receptors or proteins on the tar-
geted cells, which could provide the DDSs with active targeting
capacity3,4. Additionally, the DDSs could load a great variety of
cargoes, such as photosensitizer, photothermal agent, immune
regulator or stimulator, and radiation sensitizer, for enhanced syn-
ergistic combination therapy against solid tumors5,6.

For the development of novel DDSs, many materials are
designed and synthesized with excellent properties, such as active
targeting capacity, stimulus sensitivity, on-demand drug release
and theranostic potential. However, a limited number of materials
were approved by the FDA for the clinical application. Until now,
only several nanomedicines have been approved for clinical
application, such as Doxil�, paclitaxel albumin-bound nano-
particles (Abraxane�), paclitaxel PLA micelles (Genexol�), and
paclitaxel-loaded liposomes7. What’s worse, active targeting
DDSs have not been approved yet, although there are several
candidates under evaluation8. The most formidable barrier in the
development of nanomedicine is the shortage of biocompatible
Table 1 The functions of HA in tumor targeting DDSs.

Function of HA

HA as tumor targeting ligand Improving tumor cell targeting

Improving cancer stem cell tar

Reversing multidrug resistance

Improving macrophage targetin

HA for controlled drug release Degradation by hyaluronidase

Degradation by other enzymes

Dual stimuli sensitive drug rel

HA for constructing enzyme

sensitive nanoparticles

Size changeable nanoparticles

Activatable imaging or treatme

HA for constructing pH sensitive

nanoparticles

pH sensitive dissociation and r

HA for constructing reduction

sensitive nanoparticles

Reduction responsive dissociat

and release

HA as backbone of gel Constructing nanogel and in si
materials with excellent properties elucidated above. Therefore,
many researchers have paid their attention to the natural degrad-
able polymers.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a natural polysaccharide that consists
of D-glucuronic acid and nacetyl-D-glucosamine units. It is a linear
polymer firstly discovered from bovine eyes in 1934, while the
molecular weight ranges from thousands to millions Daltons
depending on the length of the chain9. As a main component of
extracellular matrix (ECM), HA is expressed in various organs,
while the half distributes in skin10. Interestingly, HA is overex-
pressed in the tumor microenvironment, which shows complex
biological activities. The cluster of differentiation (CD) protein,
CD44, is considered as the main receptor of HA11, and the
CD44eHA interaction is activated in many signaling pathways
and involved in many biological processes, such as inflammation,
wound healing, morphogenesis and cancer12. Furthermore, HA
possesses good biocompatibility, easy modification, and enzyme
degradation. Therefore, HA has gained much attention in cancer
targeting drug delivery.

Although several reviews were published regarding the appli-
cation of HA in DDSs9,13,14, none of which systemically over-
viewed the application of HA in tumor targeting delivery,
especially the different functions of HA in the tumor targeting
DDSs. Therefore, in this review, we summarized the properties of
HA and hyaluronidase expression, and then discussed the appli-
cation of HA in tumor targeting delivery (Table 1), including as
targeting delivery materials, constructing enzyme-sensitive nano-
particles, pH-sensitive nanoparticles, reduction-sensitive nano-
particles, and as backbone of gel. In the end, the concerns about
current research and perspective were discussed.
Typical DDS and mechanism

HA was directly coated on the surface of DDS, and then

targeted to CD44 on tumor cells15.

geting CD44 expressed on tumor stem cells16.

CD44-mediated endosome-involved internalization could

bypass the Pgp and overcome MDR.

g CD44 was also expressed on macrophages17.

Degradation of HA by intracellular hyaluronidase could

destroy the surface layer and trigger inner drug

release18.

Drug-loaded gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) was coated with

HA through cathepsin B-cleavable peptide (Gly-Phe-

Leu-Gly-Cys)19.

ease The pores of nanoparticles was blocked by desthiobiotin

and then coated with biotin-modified HA20. The drug

release would be controlled by both biotin and

hyaluronidase.

Small sized nanoparticles were fabricated with HA to

prepare size reducible nanoparticles21.

nt Copper nanoparticles were coated with Cy5.5-decorated

HA nanoparticles22. The fluorescence of Cy5.5 could

be quenched by the nanoparticles and recovered when

it was released.

elease pH sensitive units were modified onto the HA backbone

for the preparation of pH sensitive nanoparticles23.

ion HA was conjugated to graphene oxide through disulfide

bonds to endow the system with reduction sensitivity24.

tu gel Methacrylate-modified HA and methacrylate-modified

oxidized HA could be used as crossing precursors25.
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2. Properties of HA, its receptors and hyaluronidase

2.1. Properties of HA

Several hydrophilic groups could be found in HA, including hy-
droxyl groups, carboxyl groups, and acetamido groups. These
groups could form hydrogen bond intracellularly and provide the
molecule with hydrophilicity and good solubility13,26. Addition-
ally, the axial hydrogen atoms (CeH) in HA compose hydro-
phobic domain13, enabling HA to gain amphiphilic property,
which is useful for the assembly of nanoparticles or micelles. The
carboxyl groups in HA show a pKa around 3e4, and can dissociate
in the physiological condition14. Therefore, HA is one of negative-
charged materials and can interact with extracellular cations, such
as sodium ion, to form sodium hyaluronate. This property could be
used for loading drugs or fabricating nanoparticles. For example,
Liu et al.21 directly mixed HA with cationic gold nanocluster
(AuNC) to form nanoparticles, and doxorubicin (DOX) could be
loaded into the nanoparticles simply by the electrostatic
adsorption.

Except the targeting capacity, HA could improve the blood
circulation time of nanoparticles. As we know, nanoparticles tend
to form protein corona around them upon injection into the
blood27,28. Normally, the formation of protein corona would
facilitate reticular system clearance of nanoparticles, and the
active targeting capacity of the nanoparticles may be suppressed
due to protein corona29e31. Of note, HA provides an alternative
solution to reduce protein absorption and decrease the immuno-
genicity of NPs, apart from commonly used polyethylene glycol
(PEG)32,33. Compared with uncoated chitosan nanoparticles, the
protein absorption fell by about 2.5 times in HA-coated counter-
parts. Therefore, HA coatings could effectively prolong blood
circulation time and biocompatibility.

HA itself plays a significant role in many processes, including
embryonic development, wound healing, regeneration, and
repair34. It also contributes significantly to the cancer progression.
The accumulation of HA in tumor stroma could modulate tumor
cell proliferation, motility and invasiveness, and it also acts as a
regulator during the angiogenesis35,36. Therefore, the high level of
HA, even its low molecular fragment, is considered as a biomarker
of tumors malignancy37.

2.2. Properties of HA receptors

CD44 is considered as the most widely studied receptor of HA.
CD44 is a transmembrane glycoproteins family that contains
variant isoforms. The standard isoform, CD44s, is ubiquitous,
while the variant isoform, CD44v, is mainly overexpressed in
cancer cells. The CD44v in cancer displays elevated HA binding,
resulting in increased tumorigenicity36. CD44v6, a specific iso-
form of CD44v, is considered as the main receptor overexpressed
in many kinds of cancers, while it does not express in normal
tissues38. The expression level of CD44v6 is considered associated
with the progression of tumor. Furthermore, the CD44 in cancer
stem cells has self-renewal capacity39,40, and it shows high level
on many kinds of tumor stem cells, which improves the motility of
the stem cells16,41,42. So these properties make HA an excellent
targeting material for drug delivery. The CD44 is also expressed
on macrophages, and several studies43,44 developed HA-based
nanoparticles for the targeting delivery to tumor-associated mac-
rophages, which repolarized the M2 type to M1 type and reversed
the immunosuppressive condition in tumor.
CD168, previously known as receptor of hyaluronan-mediated
motility (RHAMM), is one of receptors of HA and is overex-
pressed in human tumors. The CD168 is associated with the high
metastasis and poor survival rate45e47. Other receptor, such as HA
receptor for endocytosis (HARE), can bind with not only HA, but
also heparin, dermatan sulfate, acetylated LDL, and apoptotic
debris, and boost their elimination from the circulation48. The
HARE shows size-dependent binding affinity with HA. It can bind
with HA in a molecular weight ranging 40e400 kD, while others
can not49.

2.3. Properties of hyaluronidases

Hyaluronidases, the enzymes to degrade HA, are expressed in
many tissues50. In human, there are six kinds of hyaluronidases,
i.e., HYAL-1, HYAL-2, HYAL-3, HYAL-4, PH-20/SPAM1 and
PHYAL134. Most members of the hyaluronidase family are
involved in the tumor process51. In several tumors, hyaluronidase
is demonstrated with high expression level52,53. While the
expression level in metastasis is even higher than that in the pri-
mary tumor54, and the high level of hyaluronidase is also asso-
ciated with malignancy of tumor55. Therefore, the hyaluronidase
could be used as stimulus to degrade the HA-based DDSs.

3. HA in tumor-targeting drug delivery

3.1. HA as tumor-targeting ligands

3.1.1. Improving tumor cell targeting
Tumor cell-overexpressed CD44 targeting is a most widely used
function of HA. Direct conjugation drugs onto HA could form
CD44 targeting polymer drug conjugates, which was easy to
prepare. HA and paclitaxel (PTX) conjugate (ONCOFIDTM-T)
was under phase II clinical trial evaluation to treat bladder and
ovarian cancers56,57. When it comes to combination therapy,
incubating MDA-MB-231 cells with gemcitabine (GEM) for 24 h
prior to DOX displayed markedly higher synergistic outcomes
than simultaneous incubation58. Therefore, Vogus et al.58 conju-
gated DOX and GEM onto the HA backbone (DOX-GEM-gly-
HA) for the synergistic treatment of triple negative breast cancer.
Then the release of GEM from DOX-GEM-gly-HA was much
faster than DOX at both pH 5.0 and 7.4, which was suitable to
maximize the synergy of GEM and DOX. In vivo, the DOX-GEM-
gly-HA (2 mg/kg DOX and 2.75 mg/kg GEM) significantly inhibit
the tumor growth, with a higher tumor inhibiting effect than the
single drug-loaded polymers. After 4 times’ injection (every 3
days), the tumor size of DOX-GEM-gly-HA group was only
68 mm3, while the control group was bigger than 500 mm3. The
HA prodrug could be coated onto particles for tumor actively
targeting drug delivery. Lv et al.59 modified paclitaxel (PTX)eHA
prodrug onto marimastat (MATT)-loaded thermal-sensitive lipo-
somes to deliver drugs towards both tumor cells and tumor
microenvironment. At 42 �C, the hybrid nanoparticles (HA-PTX/
MATT-LTSL HNPs) showed much faster release than that at
37 �C. In vivo, the dye-loaded particles (HA-PTX/DiR-LTSL
HNPs) showed higher fluorescent intensity in 4T1 tumor than the
particles without HA coating (DiR-LTSLs) (Fig. 1), demonstrating
that HA coating improved tumor targeting capacity of nano-
particles. After staining tumor vessels, it showed that the particles
could enter both tumor cells and tumor microenvironment, and
that the particles remained stable because of the colocalization of
fluorescence of both Rho-HA-PTX and CF-LTSLs (Rho and CF
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are fluorescent dyes). Consequently, the loaded MATT signifi-
cantly inhibited the expression and activity of matrix metal-
loproteinase, and the expression of TGF-b1, while PTX
effectively induced tumor cell apoptosis. As a result, the particles
significantly hampered 4T1 tumor growth, metastasis and tumor
cell angiogenesis.

Coating nanoparticles with HA could form a HA surface layer,
which could improve biocompatibility, blood circulation time, and
most importantly, active targeting capacity mediated by CD44
overexpressed on many cancer cells9,13. For example, coating the
curcumin-loaded zein nanoparticles with HA could also effec-
tively deliver curcumin into CD44-overexpressed CT26 tumor
cells, improving the drug distribution in tumor and enhancing
antitumor effect15. Coating nanoparticles with HA is another
commonly used strategy for CD44-targeting drug delivery. Zhang
et al.60 coated cytarabine and IR820-loaded zeolitic imidazolate
framework-8 (ZIF-8) with HA for the tumor targeting chemo-
photothermal therapy. The HA coating considerably increased
4T1 cell uptake, and the IC50 decreased 1.5 times compared with
the drug-loaded MOF without HA coating. Wang et al.61 fabri-
cated a kind of oxygen-deficient molybdenum oxide (MoO3-x)-
hybridized HA nanoparticles, which showed CD44-active target-
ing photothermal therapy accompanied with photoacoustic imag-
ing capacity. Similarly, coating WS2 nanodots with polyaniline
and HA significantly improved the tumor-targeted photothermal
and photodynamic therapy62, which was attributed to the specific
interaction between HA and tumor overexpressed HA. Modifying
the HA-coated DDSs with other ligands could further improve
tumor targeting capacity. Although active targeting capacity is one
of the most commonly used functions of HA, the interaction be-
tween HA and CD44 is influenced by the molecular weight of
HA14, which should be taken into consideration when constructing
HA-based tumor targeting DDSs.

3.1.2. Improving cancer stem cell targeting
The HA coating or modification could be used to target tumor
stem cells because of the overexpression of CD44 on the tumor
stem cells16. Shen et al.63 coated solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs)
with HA (HA-SLNs) for targeting delivery of PTX to melanoma
stem-like cells. It showed that the melanoma stem-like cells
expressed high level of CD44 while normal cancer cells expressed
low level. In vitro, the PTX-loaded HA-SLNs showed higher
cellular uptake in stem-like cells and induced higher percentage of
apoptosis cells than the PTX-loaded SLNs. Furthermore, the PTX-
Figure 1 In vivo tumor targeting of HA-coated hybrid nanoparticles.

fluorescent intensity (C) demonstrated the HA coating significantly im

Ref. 59 with permission. Copyright ª 2018 American Chemical Society.
loaded HA-SLNs significantly inhibited the formation of spher-
oids. In vivo, the PTX-loaded HA-SLNs significantly decreased
the growth of tumor, which was better than other particles and free
drug. Similarly, Marengo et al.64 loaded
diethyldithiocarbamateecopper into HA-decorated liposomes for
targeting pancreatic cancer stem cells. The results showed the HA-
decorated liposomes effectively improved the cellular uptake, and
significantly inhibited the proliferation of the cells.

3.1.3. Reversing multidrug resistance (MDR)
Tumor MDR involves several mechanisms65, while the over-
expression of MDR transporters, especially P-glycoprotein (Pgp),
is considered as the primary reason. HA could bind with CD44
receptors and mediate endosome-involved internalization, which
helps bypass the Pgp and overcome MDR. Docetaxel (DTX) and
disulfonated tetraphenyl chlorin (TPCS2a) were coloaded into
poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) and PEI nanoparticles for the
combination of chemotherapy and photodynamic therapy, and the
nanoparticles were coated with HA (DTX/TPCS2a-NPs) for tumor
targeting delivery66. In the DTX-resistant Hela cell line (Hela-R),
the IC50 of DTX increased 8-fold from 0.011 mg/mL in parent
Hela cells (Hela-P) to 0.093 mg/mL, and the membrane efflux
pumps, such as the Pglycoprotein (P-gp), were overexpressed.
After drug loading into the particles, DTX-NPs showed much
higher antitumor effect than free DTX. While the DTX/TPCS2a-
NPs showed a much lower CI value in Hela-R cells than in Hela-P
cells, demonstrating the HA could effectively improve the tar-
geting delivery of drugs to resistant tumor cells.

Although the CD44 involved internalization could bypass Pgp
and deliver drugs into cells, the MDR transporters still could pump
out the drugs. Therefore, co-delivery transporter inhibitors would
be promising in overcoming MDR. D-a-Tocopheryl PEG 1000
succinate was an effective Pgp inhibitor67, so Zhang et al.68

developed a cathepsin B-activatable PTX prodrug-loaded a-
tocopherol succinate-modified chitosan nanoparticles, and then
coated them with HA-PEG. At pH 5.0 and in the presence of
cathepsin B, the nanoparticles released about 80% PTX after
128 h incubation. In contrast, the release was only about 20%
without cathepsin B. In the PTX resistant MDA-MB-231 cells
(MDA-MB-231/PTX), the HA coating clearly elevated the cellular
uptake after 24 h incubation. Consequently, the particles induced
highest tumor cell apoptosis and the expression of P-gp was
lowest, demonstrating the particles could effectively target and
reverse multidrug resistance. Additionally, HA coated gold
Whole body imaging (A), organ imaging (B) and semi-quantitative

proved tumor targeting capacity of nanoparticles. Reprinted from
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nanorods could be used for overcoming resistance to DOX
because the hyperthermia generated by laser irradiation of gold
nanorods could suppress the drug efflux process and enhance
tumor cell apoptosis69.

3.1.4. Improving macrophage targeting
The CD44 was also expressed on macrophages, enabling HA
with the capacity of targeting delivering drugs to tumor associ-
ated macrophages to repolarize them from M2 type to M1 type17.
Noncoding micro-RNAs (miR), such as miR-29, miR-125, and
miR-155, could promote the TAM from M2 type to M1 type,
thus enhancing the immune response and antitumor effect43.
Parayath et al.17 encapsulated miR-125b into HA-poly (ethyl-
enimine) (HA-PEI) based nanoparticles (Fig. 2). After intraper-
itoneal administration, the particles could be selectively taken up
by F4/80þ peritoneal macrophages, indicating a good macro-
phage targeting capacity. After loading with miR-125b, the
nanoparticles (HA-PEI-miR-125b) significantly increased the
M1 to M2 macrophage ratio, which was 6-fold higher than the
control. Comparably, the iNOS (M1 maker)/Arg-1 (M2 maker)
ratio was increased over 300-fold in the TAMs after treatment.
These results clearly demonstrated the HA-PEI could effectively
deliver miR-125b to macrophages and repolarize TAM from M2
to M1, leading to an enhanced immunotherapy to nonsmall cell
lung cancer.

3.2. HA for controlled drug release

3.2.1. Degradation by hyaluronidase
The deshielding and drug release could be also achieved by degra-
dation of HA by intracellular hyaluronidase. Monocarboxylate
Figure 2 Schematic representation of intraperitoneal administration o

Reproduced from Ref. 17 with permission. Copyright ª 2018 American C
transporter 1 (MCT1) is responsible for the tumor cell survival
because of its capacity in facilitating lactate uptake70, while the
lactate-fueled respiration consumes much oxygen and leads to low
intracellular oxygen concentration and poor response to photody-
namic therapy71. To improve the photodynamic therapy and anti-
tumor effect, Chen et al.18 loaded MCT1 inhibitor a-cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamate (CHC) into porous Zr (IV)-based porphyrinic
metal-organic framework (PZM) nanoparticle and then coated the
nanoparticle with HA. The HA could actively target tumor cells and
trigger internalization. Then HAwas degraded by the hyaluronidase
and the CHC was released to inactivate MCT1, which would
improve the photodynamic therapy of the PZM nanoparticle (Fig. 3).
In comparison with hyaluronidase-free medium, CHC release in the
presence of 0.1 mg/mL hyaluronidase medium increased from 10%
to 65% within 24 h.

Chen et al.72 coated graphene oxide (GO)eZnO nanoparticles
with HA to improve the biocompatibility, colloid stability and
tumor targeting capacity. Moreover, the fluorescent molecule-
labeled HA could be degraded by hyaluronidase-1 after CD44-
mediated tumor cell internalization, thus detached from GO and
the fluorescence of the FITC was recovered, which could be used
for tracking the internalization of the nanoparticles. He et al.73

loaded H2O2 activated RNase and photosensitizer in acid-
degradable polyethylenimine (PEI)-based nanoparticles and then
coated them with HA. The HA could mediate the long blood
circulation time, tumor targeting delivery and CD44 involved
internalization. Then the particles could escape from the endo-
somes due to the protonation of PEI, and HA could be degraded to
deshield. Upon laser irradiation, the photosensitizer would pro-
duce ROS and then activate RNase for the induction of tumor cell
apoptosis.
f hyaluronic acid-poly(ethylene imine) (HA-PEI)emicroRNA 125b.

hemical Society.
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3.2.2. Degradation by other enzymes
Coating nanoparticles with HA through specific linkers may
achieve controlled deshielding and drug release. Gotov et al.19

coated DTX-loaded gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with HA
through cathepsin B-cleavable peptide (Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly-Cys;
GFLGC). HA could improve the targeting capacity of the nano-
particles, and it can be detached from the surface of AuNPs in
tumor cell endosomes because of the high level of cathepsin B,
leading to burst release of DTX and high antitumor effect.
Although authors demonstrated the responsivity to cathepsin B,
the HA on the nanoparticles may be degraded by the intratumor
hyaluronidase, and trigger premature drug release.

3.2.3. Dual stimuli sensitive drug release
Additionally, the deshielding and drug release could be controlled
by both hyaluronidase and other stimuli. Zhang et al.20 loaded
chemotherapeutic DOX into the pores of the mesoporous
silica nanoparticles (MSN), blocked the pores by
desthiobiotinestreptavidin and then coated them with biotin-
modified HA to render the particles with tumor targeting capac-
ity. In the presence of both biotin and hyaluronidase, the DOX
could be released over 80% at 24 h. In comparison, the release
with only one stimulus, biotin or hyaluronidase, was about 60% or
40%, respectively, while the release further decreased to only 12%
without both stimuli. The results clearly demonstrated the release
was gated by both biotin and hyaluronidase. In both colon-26 and
HT-29 cells, the particles (MSN-HA/Dox) could be taken up with
high intensity, and the addition of free HA would reduce the
cellular uptake, indicating the CD44-involved internalization.
In vivo, the MSN-HA/Dox treated group showed the lowest tumor
growth rate, while the tumor tissues showed highest apoptosis
according to TUNEL and H&E staining. The study provided a
sequential control of drug release, which would be useful for
improving the selectivity of DDSs.

3.3. HA for constructing enzyme sensitive nanoparticles

3.3.1. Size changeable nanoparticles
The particle size could greatly influence the penetration and
retention of nanoparticles in tumor74e76. Normally, particles with
small size could easily enter inner part of tumor, but also easily
backflow to vessels; while particles with large size display good
retention capacity, but they tend to distribute near blood vessels
rather than penetrate into the tumor part that is distant from tumor
microvessels77e79. Therefore, to satisfy the controversial
requirement of the particle size, several researchers developed
size-changeable nanoparticles that can response various tumor
microenvironment stimuli, such as enzymes, light, pH, etc.80e83.
Hyaluronidase is overexpressed in most of tumors84,85, thus the
corresponding substrate, HA, could be used for the constructing of
hyaluronidase responsive size changeable nanoparticles.

Our group firstly fabricated small-sized cationic bovine serum
albumin-protected AuNCs (AuNCs@CBSA, about 8 nm) with
negative charged HA to form nanoparticles (AuNC@CBSA-
ICG@HA), while the photothermal agent indocyanine green
(ICG) was loaded into the particles directly during nanoparticle
formation86. The particle size of AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HA was
201.9 nm, which can decrease to about 50 nm in the presence of
hyaluronidase, indicating that the AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HA could
undergo enzyme-sensitive size change. According to the in vitro
penetration through 4T1 tumor spheroids, incubating
AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HAwith hyaluronidase before the treatment
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with tumor spheroids could greatly enhance the penetration into
the core of spheroids (Fig. 4). As a result, the in vivo tumor
accumulation of AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HA was about 2.5-fold
higher than that of AuNC@CBSA-ICG with smaller size. Due
to the higher retention and penetration of AuNC@CBSA-
ICG@HA in tumor, the temperature of tumor after laser irradia-
tion could achieve as high as 77.8 �C, which was much higher
than that of AuNC@CBSA-ICG (62.4 �C).

To further improve the tumor targeting capacity, nitric oxide
(NO) was introduced into the HA-based nanoparticles because the
NO could open the endothelial cell junction gaps and enhance the
Figure 4 (A) Cumulative ICG release and fluorescence recovery with or

of nanoparticles after incubation for 4 and 12 h. The white bar represents 5

penetrating into tumor spheroids. The white bar represents 200 mm. (a) rep

and (c) represents AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HA pretreated with hyaluronidas

Calcein-AM/PI double staining. The white bar represents 200 mm. Reprod
tumor EPR effect87. The NO-incorporated paclitaxel (PTX) and
ICG-loaded nanoparticles, AuNC@CBSA-PTX-ICG@HA-NO3,
could also be degraded by hyaluronidase and led to size reduc-
tion21. Furthermore, the particles could quickly release NO in the
presence of glutathione (GSH). The concentration of NO after
24 h incubation with GSH could achieve 1000 nmol, while the
concentration was only 300 nmol without the presence of GSH. In
comparison with the particles without NO donor, AuNC@CBSA-
PTX-ICG@HA-NO3 showed higher cellular uptake and penetra-
tion through 4T1 tumor spheroids. Consequently, the particles led
to the highest percentage of tumor cell apoptosis and the best
without hyaluronidase through release procedure. (B) Cellular uptake

0 mm. (C) Cell viability measured by MTT assays. (D) Nanoparticles

resents AuNC@CBSA-ICG, (b) represents AuNC@CBSA-ICG@HA

e. (E) The in vitro photothermal effect of formulations measured by

uced with Ref. 86 with permission of Gao et al.



Figure 5 (A) Schematic illustration of a cross-linked anionic delivery system, consisting of siRNA-loaded HA-SH/CaP hybrid nanoparticles

(NPHA-SH/CaP/siRNA); (B) schematic illustration of tumor-targeted siRNA delivery by HA-SH/CaP nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission

from Ref. 105. Copyright ª 2017 American Chemical Society.
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antitumor effect. The size-shrinkable strategy could also be
applicated in dendrimereHA-fabricated nanoparticles, which
showed similar results as regards tumor penetration, retention and
antitumor effect88. The coadministration of iRGD with particles
could further improve targeting capacity relative to the sole den-
drimereHA-fabricated nanoparticles, due to the effect of iRGD on
improving vascular and tissue permeability in a tumor-specific and
neuropilin-1-dependent manner89,90.

The size-changeable capacity could also be achieved by the
response to other stimuli, such as matrix metalloproteinase-2
(MMP-2) and legumain91,92. Han et al.93 fabricated small sized
poly (amidoamine) (PAMAM) with HA through MMP-2 sensitive
peptide (PLGLAG) to get a 200 nm nanoparticle HA-pep-
PAMAM. After incubation with MMP-2 for 4 h at pH 7.4, the
size of DOX-loaded HA-pep-PAMAM (HA-pep-PAPAM/DOX)
greatly decreased from 200 nm to about 10 nm, whereas no sig-
nificant change was observed in the control nanoparticles without
MMP-2-sensitive peptide linker (HA-PAMAM), indicating that
the PLGLAG peptide could provide nanoparticles with MMP-2-
sensitive size-shrinkable capacity. In vitro, the shrinkable HA-
pep-PAMAM/DOX showed greater penetration in A549 tumor
spheroids. Consequently, the HA-pep-PAPAM/DOX showed
enhanced tumor localization and antitumor effect.

3.3.2. Activatable imaging or treatment
The hyaluronidase degradation capacity of HA could also be used
for activatable imaging and treatment. Zhang et al.22 loaded
copper nanoparticles (CuS) into Cy5.5-decorated HA nano-
particles (HANPC). The fluorescence of Cy5.5 could be quenched
by CuS nanoparticles. But when they targeted to tumor, the
overexpressed hyaluronidase could degrade HA and release CuS
and Cy5.5, then the fluorescence was recovered, making it capable
of monitoring intratumor distribution of nanoparticles. After laser
irradiation, the CuS nanoparticles could transfer light to heat, and
the temperature could achieve about 90 �C in vitro and 50 �C
in vivo, leading to effective photothermal therapy and a high tumor
inhibition rate of 89.7%. Additionally, the released Cy5.5 could be
used for both fluorescent imaging and photoacoustic imaging,
resulting in a tumor-to-normal tissue ratio of 3.25 and 3.8,
respectively. Attaching AuNCs directly onto HA could also
construct enzyme-activatable nanoparticles. Han et al.94 produced
a kind of verteporfin-loaded gold nanoclustered HA nanoparticles



Figure 6 The comparison of tumor weight and spleen weight (A and B) at different intervals. Then the survival curve after treatment was

recorded (C). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. The Dr-AIMS treatment effectively modulated the immunosuppressive TME and further

enhanced therapeutic efficacy of immunotherapy. Reprinted from Ref. 25 with permission. Copyright ª 2018 Wiley.
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(GNc-HyNA) for photothermal therapy and activated photody-
namic therapy. In circulation, the AuNCs surface protected the
verteporfin from light irradiation and reduced the toxicity. After
actively targeting MDA-MB-231 tumor, laser irradiation led to
hyperthermia and disassociation of the nanoparticles, while hy-
aluronidase could degrade HA and further improved the disasso-
ciation. Then the verteporfin was released and further laser
irradiation would produce high level of ROS, resulting in effective
photodynamic therapy.

3.4. HA for constructing pH sensitive nanoparticles

Due to the anaerobic glycolysis in tumor, tumor microenviron-
ment showed lower pH value than physiological condition,
commonly 6.0e6.8 in the tumor matrix. Therefore, pH-sensitive
nanoparticles could be designed with good tumor cell internali-
zation, penetration and responsive drug release95,96. To introduce
pH sensitive property to HA, Miyazaki et al.23 modified 3-methyl
glutarylated (MGlu) units or 2-carboxycyclohexane-1-
carboxylated (CHex) units onto the HA backbone. The pKa of
carboxyl groups in HA is reported as 3.04, while modification
with MGlu and CHex changed the pKa to 5.4e6.7, indicating
these HA derivates could be protonated in the tumor microenvi-
ronment. Then the MGlueHA and ChexeHA were used to
modify liposomes by directly adding lipid during liposome
preparation. In neutral pH, the pyranine was retained in the lipo-
somes without apparent leakage. In contrast, the pyranine was
released in 10 min from MGlueHA- and ChexeHA-modified
liposomes, while HA-modified liposomes only showed slight
content release, demonstrating the modification with MGlueHA
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and ChexeHA could provide pH-sensitive drug release property.
Correspondingly, the ChexeHA-modified liposomes could spe-
cifically interact with CD44-overexpressed Hela and
colon26 cells, resulting in higher cellular uptake, rapid intracel-
lular drug release and better antiproliferation effect.

The pH sensitivity could be introduced by the application of
coiled-coil peptide. Ding et al.97 conjugated coiled-coil peptide
(E3 or K3) with HA to form nanogels with pH sensitivity. The
nanogels were stable at pH 7.4, showing a particle size of 176 nm.
In pH 7.4, only 18.4% of the loaded protein drug saporin remained
after 24 h incubation. Interestingly, the 24 h drug release increased
to 76.8% and 85% at pH 6.0 and 5.0, respectively. Consequently,
the nanogels showed higher MCF-7 cell uptake and intracellular
protein release, significantly improving antitumor effect in vitro.

3.5. HA for constructing reduction sensitive nanoparticles

Graphene oxide (GO) has attracted great attention in drug delivery
and bioimaging. But the in vivo application of GO was shadowed
by the aggregation potential and instability. Therefore, many
studies modified GO with various compounds to improve the
stability and targeting capacity. Yin et al.24 modified GO with HA
to improve the physiological stability and CD44-oriented tumor
actively targeting. To endow the system with reduction sensitive
de-shielding and drug release, the HA was conjugated to GO
through disulfide bonds (HSG). What’s more, the deshielding of
HA in the high level of intracellular GSH could lead to burst
release of DOX, resulting in improved antitumor effect. In com-
parison to the undetachable particles (DOX-loaded HA-modified
GO through adipic dihydrazide, HCGeDOX), the half-maximal
inhibitory concentration (IC50) of redox-sensitive particles
(HSGeDOX) on MDA-MB-231 cells decreased from 1.89 to
1.5 mg/mL. When combined with NIR irradiation, the IC50 of
HSGeDOX could further decrease to 0.55 mg/mL, but the IC50 of
HCGeDOX increased to 7.60 mg/mL. In vivo, the HSGeDOX
plus NIR irradiation showed best antitumor effect, which was
better than the HSGeDOX and HSGeDOX plus NIR. Similarly,
conjugating HAwith tocopherol succinate (TOS) through disulfide
bond could obtain an amphipathic molecule HA-ss-TOS, which
could be assembled into micelles and loaded with chemothera-
peutic PTX98. The micelles (HA-ss-TOS/PTX) could release PTX
much faster in the presence of 20 mmol/L GSH than without GSH
and the micelles without disulfide bond, demonstrating the
reduction-sensitive drug release profile. In vitro, the micelles
could be effectively taken up by B16F10 cells, leading to greater
cell apoptosis. Consequently, the micelles showed higher tumor
accumulation and better tumor inhibition in vivo than the
uncleavable controls. Conjugating HA with other polymers
through disulfide bond, such as poly (lactide) (PLA)99, pyrenyl100,
6-mercaptopurine101, vitamin E succinate102, and curcumin103,
were all utilized for reduction sensitive drug delivery.

Coating particles with disulfide cross-linked HA (HA-ss-HA)
could also achieve reduction sensitive release. Zhou et al.104

condensed siRNA by positive calcium phosphate (CaP) and then
coated the core with HA-ss-HA for tumor active targeting delivery
and intracellular release of siRNA (Fig. 5). Incubating the nano-
particles with 10 mmol/L of GSH could cause the disruption of the
spherical morphology in vitro. In B16F10 cells, the uptake of the
nanoparticles could be greatly inhibited by the free HA, indicating
the HA-mediated cellular internalization. The siRNA could effec-
tively escape from cell endosomes due to the high level of intra-
cellular GSH, while the escape could be inhibited by the GSH
inhibitor NEM. Evidently, the nanoparticles led to apparent gene
downregulation both in vitro and in vivo. When loading therapeutic
siBcl2 gene into the nanoparticles, it caused significant tumor
growth inhibition. After 5 times injection, the inhibition rate could
achieve as high as 80%. And the expression of BCL2 protein in
tumor was greatly decreased to less than 50% of the control. The
crosslinking core of HA-coated particles also could achieve
reduction sensitivity. Gu et al.105 developed a kind of HA-shelled
and core-disulfide-crosslinked biodegradable micelles for the
loading of bortezomib (HA-CCMs-BP). The micelles were stable in
the blood circulation, and the release significantly increased in the
presence of GSH. Consequently, the micelles showed enhanced
antitumor effect in the LP-1 multiple myeloma model.

Dual-stimuli responsive nanoparticles could be constructed by
addition of sensitive bonds. Yin et al.106 conjugated DOX to HA
backbone through hydrazone and disulfide bonds, and then
assembled into pH and redox dual sensitive core-shell nano-
particles. Furthermore, the nanoparticles could also physically
load DOX during the assembly, resulting in extremely high drug
loading capacity (about 30%). In a stimulated blood circulation
environment, the 72 h DOX release from the dual sensitive
nanoparticles DOX/HA-ss-DOX was only 22%. In contrast, in the
presence of 20 mmol/L GSH, the release greatly increased to
82.7% in 72 h, and in the pH 5.0 without GSH, the release also
increased to 67.3% in 72 h, demonstrating that the particles could
response to both GSH and acidity. In combination, the release
achieved 91.2% in pH 5.0 with 20 mmol/L GSH. Lin et al.107

loaded DOX into MSN by hydrazone bond and then coated
them with disulfide bond cross-linked HA, which also showed pH
and reduction dual sensitive drug release property. In pH 5.0 and
10 mmol/L GSH, the DOX release was much faster than that in pH
5.0 þ 2 mmol/L GSH and pH 7.4 þ 10 mmol/L GSH, demon-
strating that the release was gated by both stimuli.

3.6. HA as backbone of gel

Due to the biocompatibility and enzyme degradability, HA could
be used for constructing gels for sustained release of cargoes in
tumor108. Yang et al.109 developed a methacrylation strategy to
prepare HA nanogels. The copolymerization of methacrylated HA
and di(ethylene glycol) diacrylate could obtain a crosslinked HA
nanogel while the DOX could be loaded into the gel through
simple diffusion. The DOX release showed apparent response to
hyaluronidase and low pH, indicating the nanogel could specif-
ically release drug into tumor cells.

The partially oxidized polysaccharides are good gel candidates
because of the rapid degradation110. Ren et al.25 prepared
methacrylate-modified HA and methacrylate-modified oxidized HA
as crossing precursors, then they were crosslinked in the presence of
free radical initiator to form degradable gel with macroporous scaf-
fold. The gel was then loaded with paclitaxel, R837 and combination
of anti-CTLA-4 and anti-OX40 antibodies (com-ICBs) for tumor
combinational therapy. When incubated the Dr-AIMS with hyal-
uronidase at 37 �C invitro, the pore sizewas enlarged according to the
extension of incubation time. While the degradation of the Dr-AIMS
was accelerated when elevating the ratio of oxidized HA. The release
of the PTX and R837 from the Dr-AIMS was almost in a linear
manner, and the sustained release time depended on the ratio of
oxidized HA. After partially removing tumor by surgery, the Dr-
AIMS was injected into the surgical site for the treatment of the
residue tumor. At day 14, the tumor weight of Dr-AIMS group was
much lower than themonotherapy, the combination of R837 and PTX
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and the combination of R837 and com-ICBs (Fig. 6). Furthermore,
the spleen weight of Dr-AIMS group was the lowest and the survival
time was longest, demonstrating the best antitumor effect of the Dr-
AIMS. After mechanism evaluation, the good antitumor effect of
Dr-AIMS depended on the effective depletion of M2 type macro-
phages and myeloid-derived suppressor cells and the enhanced
infiltration of dendritic cells and effector T cells.

4. Conclusions and perspective

As a natural polymer, HA has been widely used in drug delivery.
In most cases, HA are used because of its potential in active tumor
targeting and hyaluronidase degradation. Despite great progress in
developing various HA-based formulations with superior out-
comes, more attention should be paid in several other aspects.
Firstly, the interaction between HA and CD44 is greatly influ-
enced by molecular weight of HA. Secondly, the degradation by
hyaluronidase may be hindered by the protein corona. In many
cases, the protein corona will hinder the interaction between
specific ligand and receptors111, thus similar phenomenon may
occur in HA-coated nanoparticles. And the protein corona may
also hinder the degradation of HA by hyaluronidase. Furthermore,
surface PEG layer would also hinder the interaction between HA
and hyaluronidase. Dual stimuli responsive strategy would be a
good solution. The response to other stimuli, such as pH, GSH and
NIR, can make the nanoparticles swell and the hyaluronidase will
be easier to contact with HA. Last but not least, the hyaluronidase
degradation and CD44 binding with HA may occur simulta-
neously in the tumor, and the cross influence should be evaluated.
The CD44-mediated internalization occurs quickly when the HA-
based nanoparticles bind with tumor cells, and even the fragment
of HA could bind with CD44. Therefore, the hyaluronidase
degradation may not significantly influence the targeting capacity
of HA-based nanoparticles. Although there are several concerns to
be addressed in the future research, HA is still one of the most
impressive nanomaterials for constructing various DDSs, and we
hope there will be one or more nanomedicines based on HA
approved for clinical application.
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